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Mobile commerce (m-commerce) has undoubtedly become an omnipresent and an active area in electronic payments. It allows mobile user to buy and pay for things, pay his bill or make a bet via mobile phone when on move, anywhere and at any time. However, several challenges in accountability and privacy properties have emerged with the widespread of mobile payments in recent years. Consequently, many public-key cryptography based mobile payment protocols have been proposed. However, limited capabilities of mobile devices (poor computation power, low battery capacity and limited storage memory), limitation of wireless networks (less bandwidth and reliability, and higher latencies), and higher wireless networks connection cost make these protocols unsuitable for mobile network. In this paper, a lightweight and private mobile payment protocol involving mobile network operators (MNOs) and employing symmetric key operations is proposed. It is unrealistic to expect all payers and all payees to have accounts with multiples MNOs. Therefore, the proposed protocol supports the interoperability among multiple MNOs, each with its own customer (payer) and merchant (payee), allowing customers of one MNO to make purchases from merchants of the other MNO. The symmetric cryptographic technique applied into the proposed protocol not only reduces the number of cryptographic operations and communication passes between the involved parties, but also achieves completely privacy protection of payer and satisfies all the criteria of end-to-end security property, party's requirements including non-repudiation. The proposed mobile payment protocol is analyzed with Kungpisdan et al. accountability logic (KP Logic). The result shows that the proposed protocol satisfies all security requirements in electronic payment transaction, enhances privacy protection and reduces the number of cryptographic operations in existing mobile payment protocols.
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A party \( P \) has authorization on requesting party \( Q \) to deduct the amount \((AMOUNT)\) from party \( P \) account on the date of the transaction \((DATE)\).

A party \( P \) has authorization on requesting party \( Q \) to transfer the amount \((AMOUNT)\) to party \( P \) account on the date of transaction \((DATE)\).

\[ P \rightarrow Q \]

Party \( P \) sends a message to party \( Q \)

Payment receivable update status, which includes the received payment amount

Payer’s nick name, random number and timestamp generated by payer act as payer’s pseudo-ID, which uniquely identifies payer to payee

The registration status, whether the registration process is success or failed

The type of card used in the purchase process, \((TC=\{Credit, Debit\})\).

Optional list of certificates \((Thumbs)\) already stored by the cardholder software. This list consists of a thumbprint \((SHA\ hash)\) of each certificate held

Identity of transaction

The request for \( TID \)

Payer’s public value used in the signature process

\( A \) is a fingerprint of \( B \)

The status of transaction approved/rejected
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The increasing development of wireless networks and the widespread popularity of handheld devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), mobile phones and wireless tablets, have led to numerous applications ranging from mobile banking, location-based tracking to mobile advertising. According to Durlacher (1999), mobile commerce (m-commerce) refers as any transaction with a monetary value that is conducted via a mobile telecommunications network. Mobile payment is defined as any transaction that is carried out via mobile device, involves either direct or indirect exchange of monetary values between two or more parties involved (Krueger, 2001; Pousttchi, 2003; Jun et al., 2005). Wolco (2008) predicts that the rapidly evolving market for money transfer and remittances via mobile phones resulting more than 100 million global users will use their mobile phones to make international money transfers by 2013.

According to Malte (2001) and Wolco (2008), two basic forces indicate a positive future of mobile payments. Firstly, the increasing spread of mobile phones and technologies. The number of worldwide mobile phones users will reach 4.5 billion on 2013 (Business News and Technology News 2009). The mobile device's storage, computing and data transmission capabilities have made mobile phone an ideal device to store everything that is normally carried in wallet, including coins, cash, ATM cards, debit cards and credit cards. Secondly, mobile payment can be accepted as universal payment method for daily financial transactions such as web store-front payment, physical Point-of-Sale (POS) purchase, Person-to-Person (P2P) payment, and payment for mobile commerce application. Muller-Veerse (2000) and Vilmos and Karnouskos (2003) highlighted the attractiveness of m-commerce and mobile payment such as ubiquity, reachability, personalization, localization, convenience and coverage. These allow great flexibility and creativity for
businesses to increase their volume of transactions and offer their volume of
transactions and offer customers more ways of making payment.

1.2 Background and Problem Statements
Some issues hampering the widespread acceptance of mobile payment such as ease of use, expenses, security, universality and technical feasibility. According to Cervera (2002), Kungpisdan et al. (2003a) and Pousttchi et al. (2007), security issues are very fundamental of critical success factor in making mobile payment a reality. However, designing secure mobile payment protocol is more challenging than Internet payment protocol due to the constraints of wireless network and mobile devices. Firstly, the limitations of mobile devices such as lower power, computational and storage capabilities. Secondly, the constraints of wireless network such as lower bandwidth, less reliability and higher latencies than wired network. Furthermore, the cost of wireless network connection is higher than wired network (Cimato, 2002; Halonen, 2002; Tellez et al., 2007). These resulting existing Internet payment protocol such as Secure Electronic Protocol (SET) and Internet Payment Protocol (A(P) cannot be directly adopted in wireless environments as they designed for wired network and do not meet all the challenges of wireless environments (Chari et al., 2001; Marvel, 2001; Cimato, 2002; Halonen, 2002; Tellez et al., 2007).

Currently, several mobile payment protocols have been proposed. However, most of them (Bellare et al., 2000; Vilmos and Karnouskos, 2003; Tellez et al., 2007) are based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) which are inefficient to be applied into wireless networks. The PKI is a technology and management needed for a certificate authority (CA) to create public key and private key pairs, distribute private keys, issue digital certificates, and maintain certificate revocation list. With public key encryption, client needs to perform high computational operations, and his mobile device is required to have sufficient storage to store public-key certificates (Ramfos et al., 2004; Jun et al., 2005; Li and Hu, 2008). Although some mobile devices are equipped with special processors (VISA, 2007), performing such operations on them still requires longer procession time (Kungpisdan et al., 2004a). Furthermore, during a transaction, each certificate sent to the payer has to be
verified by a Certificate Authority (CA) located in a fixed network, which results in an additional communication passes between engaging parties (Kungpisdan et al., 2004a; Wang and Leung, 2005; Tellez et al., 2007; Li and Hu, 2008).

To solve the PKI problems, Kungpisdan et al. (2003a) proposed KSL payment protocol by reducing computational tasks at payer’s wireless devices. Tellez et al. (2007) proposed a digital signature scheme with message recovery using self-certified public keys to solve PKI problem. Although some payment schemes (Kungpisdan et al., 2003a, 2003b; Tellez et al., 2007), public-key cryptography have been reduced to certain degrees, these schemes are still impractically feasible apply into mobile payment (Kungpisdan et al., 2004a; Wang and Leung, 2005; Li and Hu, 2008). Hence, Kungpisdan et al. (2004a) proposed another mobile payment protocol to enhance their KSL payment protocol (2003a) by employs symmetric key operations not only for payer side but also for all engaging parties.

Wang and Leung (2005), Tiwari et al. (2007) and Li and Hu (2008) further pointed out several limitations of existing mobile payment protocol. Firstly, the privacy of the payer is not protected during the transaction. The payer’s identity and the transaction details are revealed not only to the payee, but also to the payment gateway and the banks. Secondly, some existing mobile payment protocols (Mastercard and Visa 1997; Bellare et al., 2000; Kungpisdan et al., 2003a, 2004a) are based on full-connectivity scenario as stated by Tellez et al. (2007), which does not consider the situation of payee who is not under the coverage of communication connection, or is unaffordable due to the inconvenience and costs. Thirdly, some payment schemes ( Mastercard and Visa 1997; Bellare et al., 2000; Kungpisdan et al., 2003a, 2004a) were designed to preserve the traditional flow of payment data (Payer - Payee- Payee’s Bank). Therefore, it is vulnerable to violation like transaction or balance modification by payee and gaining illegal access to payer’s account. These increasing the payer’s risk which their credit or debit cards can be captured and used later to access a payer account without authorization. Besides that, there is no notification to the payer from the payer’s bank after the successful transfer. The payer has to check his balance again. Lastly, some of
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